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Helping Children Through Scary Events
By Diane Wagenhals • Program Director
Lakeside Global Institute

As adults we struggle with tragic events, trying and often failing to make sense of them. We are often 
overwhelmed by feelings of helplessness because things just don’t seem to be getting better. We can 
feel vulnerable and scared not only for ourselves but especially for our children.

While obviously we all want to protect our children, sometimes we cannot protect them from hearing 
about tragedies, seeing them on TV, or learning about them from peers. The stress children feel usually 
is the result of the fear and anxiety such tragic news stories, leading them to believe that what they 
see happening on television or hear about could happen to them. These events can impact children in 
profoundly deeper ways without the benefit of more mature brains that can provide some perspective.
           
An excellent article from the PBS Parents website entitled “Talking with Kids about News” [http://www.
pbs.org/parents/talkingwithkids/news/help-kids-feel-safe.html] offers some important suggestions for 
parents. Two key points the author makes are to minimize the stress and maintain a sense of normalcy.

Parents need to balance the following two responses. First, we need to listen with an appreciation for 
how real the feelings are for a child. Second, we need to provide clear and understandable reasons for 
why a child can feel safe. 

It is important not to minimize children’s feelings They deserve the right to own their feelings and share 
them freely with parents. Invite them to express externally what is going on internally. Sometimes the 
invitation to do this produces what appears to be more anxiety but often is giving the child the oppor-
tunity to express powerful thoughts and feelings that are bottled up inside.

After doing this kind of processing with your children, do whatever you can to help maintain normal 
routines. Providing normalcy and maintaining your calmness also helps children believe they are safe.

Peter Levine, creator of Somatic Experi-
encing [https://www.psychotherapy.net/
interview/interview-peter-levine] talks 
about how important it is for anyone over-
whelmed with sudden, extreme feelings to 
allow the traumatic energy to be released 
through crying, shaking, and trembling. 
Parents can even explain to children that 
their bodies release powerful brain chem-
icals when something scary happens, help-
ing them run or fight. But if they don’t need 
to do either one of these things, the brain 
chemicals have to be released somehow. 
Shaking, crying, and trembling are ways to 
release them.


